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Abstract-This paper proposes a security mechanism that uses a time synchronization Protocol between the base station and
node. It also provides the good packet delivery ratio. In this paper we propose a security algorithm by introducing a
MASTER NODE which provides the timestamp of every stage of data routing. By this approach it identifies the malicious
node by using time synchronization approach. A main objective o f this approach is to avoid the delay. With the time
synchronization protocol it identifies the Sybil attack, and packet replay attack and denial of services attack.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In a modern wireless technology improves the security of services and the growth of low power, low cost and mult itasking
electronic device i.e. sensor nodes. A collection of sensor node is a kind of mult i-hop, dynamic, routing network and every
sensor nodes are connected to a lot of powerful ancient network and resources. Within the tract police investigation
application, a sensor node may monitor the handing over of vehicles and for tracking the position of enemy and also other
important application like forest fire detection. Security of a network addresses these major concerns confidentiality,
integrity, availab ility and authenticity. Cryptography is a technique, which provides the confidentiality, authentication and
integrity in a sensor network as well as data network [1].
Wireless sensor network (WSN) application like military application it performed a critical task. Then it clears that securit y
demand to be taken into consideration throughout the plan timing itself. Moreover, mostly wireless sensor network oug ht to
run endlessly and faithfully with none interruption. Therefore incorporating security in WSN is extremely challenging. In
Wireless sensor network sensor node consist of varies type of low power, low cost distributed electronic devices, and also it
has both volatile and non-volatile memo ry to store the security related data like program, routing table and node -ID.
WSN are unprotected due to various types of attacks like packet rep lay attack, spoofing or modification of packet, Sybil
attack, and node compromise attack and in which co mpro mise node injected of false messages and denial of service (DoS)
attacks [1].
To provide the secure communication key distribution and its management is very challenging. In this paper proposed
asecurity mechanism by providing the time synchronization of each stage of communication with a master node and also
used a multip le key used concept. In over The network a master node gives the acknowledgement of transferred data to the
base station and in a cryptography method keys are not distributed simu ltaneously. Instead, some parameter are used to
generated and transmit the key only during the re-keying request. It’s difficult to hard by adversary of identifying that
parameter.
The rest of paper is organized as fo llo ws, in section II we address the related works on security by using the secret key, and in
section III describes the existing work. And we proposed security solution in a section IV, Section V we describes some
conclusion.
II.
RELATED WORK
In a wireless sensor network time synchronization is a critical problem over the proper data transmission across multi nodes,
which has connected together. Last few year back so many researches had to overcome this, many protocols have been design
and critical algorith ms are als o used like a time sync protocol [2], light weight time sync[3], t ime-synchronization protocols
for sensor network, Flooding time-sync protocol [FTSP], and Tiny sync any min i sync (TM/MS).
Each type of protocols have a same basic features: an easy connectionless electronic messaging protocol, among the node
clock informat ion may exchange, a nondetermin istic factor impact in a message delivery, and utilizing the processing of
variant schemes and algorithms.
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Figure 1. Sync mechanisms: (a) one directional (b) bidirectional pair wise broadcast [2]
Synchronization can be divided in two types: A bidirectional (duplex) pair -wise synchronization and one directional
synchronization for b roadcasting. A duplex broadcasting is called rec -rec sync. Where a node broadcasts the wireless beacons
periodically to their neighbour. And the receiver usage the arrival t ime of message and compare at the reference point of the ir
clock and then they exchange a local value of t imestamp of as it is broadcast message they receive. An d it gets the off-set
based difference to synchronize its clock. Th is scheme is shown in figure 1(a) [2].
It co mpares to the standard protocols acting on a computer network. A major objective is that to contribute directly take awa y
the transmission time and its access time of nondeterminis m concerned in massage transmission through exploit ing the
thought of a time critical path. This is a path of message which is contributing the error of nondetermin istic synchronizatio n.
So that RBS was not providing the accuracy of synchronization in a WSN [2]. A mediu m access control layers time-stamping
is used in a FTPS and also use the disturbance reducing technique, and estimat ion of clock drift to realizes comparatively
high precision. In a bidirect ional pair wise s ynchronization scheme performed operation by using a handshaking protocol
between the pairs of sensor node. It shows in figure 1(b). So by using in this type of protocol a Hough amount of energy and
time can be loss.
In this paper propose a scheme where a master node delivered the synchronization detail to its neighbour nodes. And in also
overcome the problem of above protocol based scheme.
III.
EXIS TING WORKS
The point should be cleared that there is a no ideal scheme for key distribution to various kind of WSN application. If keys
are distributed at once for lifet ime, during this keys can be hacked or modified. Therefore it batter to get the key for ever y
rounds and once needed. CL Chen Chang and CT.Li [4] was proposed a dynamically key selection and management scheme
for the WSN, where the node that needs a key, generates the key by using the last two previous keys, which are already store
in a sensor node. For generating the new keys they use one way function.
Due to the security aspect the sensor node shouldn’t invariably depend upon the static keys. And it is preloaded at once
during the entire life t ime of network. So that it should have provided the rekeying facilities to repeal the key when key
identified by adversaries or exp ired the key lifet ime [6].
In many key management and distribution schemes are projected the randomly redistribution of keys scheme and pair -wise
key sharing schemes. Sharing a secret key among the entire node is susceptible to attack. Instead each node will have various
pair-wise key is mo re secure; however this technique occupies the extra spacing on a node [7]. Instead of all these kind of
process, only some parameter will be predistributed that also used for generating the key [4]. Sensec [8] uses the skipjack
algorith m but it introduce in a different manner, is called SKIPJAJK -XX for data encryption and decryption and cipher text
generation. It also uses the secret keys on its algorithm without affecting the structure.
V. Thir. Kes. [5] Propose a mult iple secret key based scheme using cryptography. In 1which they provide the secrecy of a
data during transmission. A wireless network have a so many number of sensor nodes shown in fig ure 2. On that approach
the entire node divided into individual g roups based on the network size and each group has an equal number o f n.
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Figure 2. Network with two groups of keys [5]
In which a node wants a rekeying request than other also participated for rekeying. That approach avoids this type of
difficulty. The overall security solution detail that ensure the subsequent security properties:
 Privacy: Even the adversary captured the node physically, but it can’t be recovered the secret information in a node
memo ry.
 Backward secrecy: Even the adjacent keys are recovered by the attackers; it’s not possible to retrieve the previous
keys.
 Data Integrity: It decides that during the transmission of data the network should not be modified by attacker.
 Secure data management: In the mechanis m provide the security approach for the rekeying support as well as new
key generation which is important in defensive against cryptography attacks [1].
In mult iple secret key use based approach also they identified the Dos attack and Sybil attack and protect the data with the
use of skipjack algorithm for encryption and decryption of the message, and also the use some kind of message authentication
protocols. With protocol support node requested for rekeying facilit ies, if a node may be captured by adversary or it can be
compro mised or a key lifet ime is expire. A new rekeying key was generated through a one -way hash function for
communicat ing with a base station. On that approach three type ok keys being used:
 Data encryption key [DEKs]: group and BS station generates and share these keys.
 Rekey ing key (ReK): it is shared and generated between BS and Node at during the rekey ing request.
 Secret key (SK): at last stage of authentication it’s used by BS and Node.
The key ReK, DEK and SK store in volatile memory of the node. Because in case a node may be captured by adversary, it
can’t be able to retrieve the key fro m the volatile memo ry.
IV.
PROPOS ED S ECURITY SOLUTION
Here we are suggesting a security mechanism to identify the malicious node on a sensor network and how to overcome the
energy consumption. It ensure that the follo wing property for security.
 Sybil attack: A particular node act itself as a multip le entities are present to the network. It also acting as an original
node and introduce the false tolerance or packet into the network. It disrupts the network setup and misleads the
routing algorith m.
 Sink-hole attack: In this attack node act as base station and stop the message forwarding process to receiver.
 Selective-forwarding attack: Adversary captures the certain node and it does not pass the message they received.
 Wormhole attack: In wormhole attack it increases the latency. And it gives the false data to node through a very long
path by making traffic of network.
When the base station sends or receives any message a master node provide the authentication between the base station and
sensor node, through time synchronization. And if any malicious node present in a network, it identify that and updated the
informat ion to the base station. Base stations take an action about the selfish node and resolve the difficulty.
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4.1 Goals of design:To provide the proper time synchronization in a sensor network introduce by the master node which
identify malicious node and updated the information to base station. In the data routing for mainly identifying the replay
attack and Sybil attacks. An in itial synchronization is shown in figure 3.

.
Figure 3. Time Synchronization
4.2 Node depl oyment: In this propose approach introduction the master mode between the centers of every node show in
figure 4. That wireless network has so many numbers of nodes. In thin approach all the node divided into individual groups
based on the network size. Each group has an equal number of n odes. In which a node wants a rekeying request than other
also participated for rekeying. This approach avoids difficulty for that node belongs to different group(S) who’s requested
rekeying support.

Figure 4. Network representation showing MASTER NODE.
4.3 Important parameter: Synchronization is needed to regulate the clock reading such they match.Synchronization
beacons broadcasts periodically and it contain relative logic time and current logical time. Each node has routing table to
bypassing the malic ious node. So me kind of important parameter is used in this approach shows in figure 5.
Clock offset: it is a local t ime d ifference between a two nodes.
Clock rate: is a frequency in which clock should be progressed.
Global Clock skew: network synchronization error between the nodes present in a network.
Local clock skew:neighbour synchronization error between two ad jacent nodes.
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Figure 5. Clock time and Real time
4.4 Proposed Algorithm- In this approach usage of the two different algorith ms for the different purpose. In a Wireless
communicat ion two basic aspects always challenging, one is the data routing i.e. wh ich packets of data travels in entire
network and other is data and entity authentication. For the secure communication symmetric key cryptograph y based
skipjack algorith m is used for the both encryption and decryption of data [5].
This algorith m used because of in this memory requirement is less as compared to other symmetric key cryptography
algorith m, also mult i key storing setup is good. But the main issue is secure data routing, during the transition of data if any
node can selfish or compro mised by adversary; it is not pass the data to next node. So by the time synchronization it was fin d
out the selfish node figure 6 show the flow of work done.

Figure 6. Flow chart of time synchronization
For the secure data routing use the proposed algorithm. Where one master is act as a leader node and it stabilized the networ k
with a t ime stamping value.
4.5 Time synchronization: As mentioned bellowing various steps node and base station simultaneously send the message to
each other for making a stable connection for commun ication.
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Step 1: source node to n4.
(ScrID, grpNo, MN_ID, data, CertDN, dst_addr)
Step 2: node n4 to n3.
(ScrID, grpNo, MN_ID, data, Certn4, dst_addr)
Step 3: node n3 to n2.
(ScrID, grpNo, MN_ID, data, Certn3, dst_addr)
Step 3: node n2 to n1.
(ScrID, grpNo, MN_ID, data, Certn2, dst_addr)
Step 4: node n1 to BS.
(ScrID, grpNo, MN_ID, data, Certn1, dst_addr)
V. CONCLUS ION
In a wireless sensor network all t ime synchronizing scheme have a co mmon objectives to increase the lifetime of network.
But in this approach it also overcomes the energy consumption. Time synchronization technique provides a very good packet
delivery ratio. A grouping of node and establishment of master node does not mean that a master node communicates only in
single group, it work as a leader to protect all surrounding nodes. Any node of group can send the data request. So still the y
so many challenges solve together. And the connectivity of master node to all other participating node, and master node also
consume an extra energy is not a big issue in this scheme.
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